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The Medisco range of sophisticated, multi-purpose trolleys offer a wide range of uses for the medical profession via hospital wards, nursing homes and GP surgeries to providing storage systems or workstations for many outlets. All our trolleys share the same design philosophy of size and working height to meet environmental and ergonomic studies, while establishing the required standards for hygiene and security.

**Efficient**
Spacious, compact, manoeuvrable - all Medisco trolley contents and accessories are accessible without disturbing work surfaces. Worktops have a lip to contain spills. Drawers are specially mounted for smooth operation and can be removed easily for cleaning.

**Reliable**
The specification and build quality of Medisco Trolleys ensure a very high level of reliability. Maintenance is minimal.

**Secure**
Our trolleys can be secured with a tamper-evident, easily broken seal. You can be confident that the trolley is ready for instant action with its contents undisturbed while sealed.

**Colour coded**
Medisco trolleys are colour coded for each purpose – other colours are available on request.

A division of the well-established Redman Sheet Metal, handling only the finest quality steel suited for the medical environment. Our in-house facilities to manufacture and maintain a true British quality standard allows you to specify a trolley to exact local requirement complete with a comprehensive range of accessories, which can be ordered individually.

**Quality Assurance**
We have operated under ISO 9001: 2000 accredited quality system since 2003. The controls are systematically audited on a regular basis reinforcing our commitment to supply quality products to the health industry.
**PRODUC TS**

**PAEDIATRIC**

The Medisco Paediatric Trolley has been designed purposely with eight colour-coded drawers. With a range of colours to choose from, which are functional and ready to brighten any paediatric department.

**RESUSCITATION**

The Medisco Resuscitation Trolley range takes care of every aspect of an emergency situation. Comprising the widest range of ancillary equipment and accessories.

**PAEDIATRIC RESUSCITATION**

The Medico Paediatric Resuscitation Trolley has been designed to incorporate the same colour coded system as our PT-98 Paediatric Trolley, but with the added function of being able to unlock all the drawers with the same proven facility as our standard range of resuscitation trolleys.
IPD MEDICINE

The Medisco IPD Medicine Trolley provides an individual patient dispensing medicine system. Secure, efficient and convenient for storing and distributing medicines when nursing patients.

MP POPULAR MEDICINE

The Medisco MP Popular Medicine Trolley is built to the same high standard as the IPD range of trolleys. The MP range offers unbeatable value.

STORAGE

The Medisco Storage Trolley is fitted with high security rear slam lock

DRESSING

The Medisco Dressing, Instrument or Theatre Trolley is made of lightweight, tubular stainless steel. This reliable, quality design is available in various sizes.

MDS MEDICINE

The Medisco Special Medical Dosage Trolley comprises of three nine-inch drawers suitable for MDS systems.
The Medisco range of Emergency/Resuscitation Trolley range is efficient, systemised and flexible. Designed to suit every budget.
Basic Resuscitation Trolley
M-93 / M-94 / M-95
- Storage space with flap closure
- Three drawers (M-93): 3”/4”/7”/½”
- Four drawers (M-94): 1½”/3”/7”/⅞”
- Five drawers (M-95): 5 x 3” drawers / 1 folding flap
- 125mm non marking grey, swivel castors
- Extended runners
- Oxygen bottle mount for CD or E size
- Push handle
- Removable worktop with lip
- Security seals

Emergency Resuscitation Trolley
M-93E / M-94E / M-95E
- Antistatic castors
- Folding side shelf
- Drawer tidy 13 spaces
- Drawer tidy 18 spaces
- Extended runners
- Three drawers (M-93E): 3”/4”/7”/½”
- Four drawers (M-94E): 1½”/3”/3”/7”/⅞”
- Five drawers M-95E: 5 x 3” drawers / 1 folding flap
- Sharps disposal box
- Security seals
- IV pole

Defibrillator Emergency Trolley
M-93SE / M-94SE / M-95SE
As Emergency trolley with:
- Defibrillator mount
- Cardiac Board
- 4-way electric socket
- Guard rail (optional extra)

Dimensions
Width 745mm  Depth 575mm  Height 970mm
The Medisco Paediatric Trolley is colourful, safe and secure. Designed to meet all the standards required for a children’s hospital ward.
**Paediatric Trolley**

- Antistatic castors
- Plastic worktop
- Folding side shelf
- Sharps disposal box
- Drawer tidy 13 spaces
- Drawer tidy 18 spaces
- IV Pole
- Front locking
- Single runners

Therapeutically coloured to suit a children’s environment. The colour-coded drawers provide a clear reference in emergency situations – defining colour as the universal language of safety throughout the entire spectrum of acute paediatric care.

**Standard**

- Plastic worktop
  - MT-2
- Draw tidy
  - DT-18
- Draw tidy
  - DT-13
- I.V. pole
  - M-IVP
- Sharps bin and holder
  - MDB-1 Bin
  - MDB Holder
- Folding side shelf
  - MSS-2
- Front locking
  - Pop lock + 2 keys

**Optional**

- Braked castor
  - BC

**Dimensions**

Width 745mm  Depth 575mm  Height 970mm
The Medisco Paediatric/Resuscitation Trolley range is efficient, systemised and flexible. Designed to suit every budget.

Paediatric Resuscitation Trolley
M-97 Model

Dimensions
Width 745mm  Depth 575mm  Height 970mm

Latex Free

Recess space for Oxygen Bottle CD & E size

Antistatic Castors

Secure

When the tamper evident seal is fitted the trolley is fully functional for any emergency situation.
The Medisco Basic Resuscitation Paediatric Trolley M-97

- 7 x 3 inch drawers
- 2 drawers are fitted inside the flap enclosure
- 125mm non marking grey, swivel castors
- Extended runners
- Oxygen bottle mount for CD or E size
- Push handle
- Removable worktop with lip
- Security seals

The M97 is built to the same high standards as the PT-98 Paediatric Trolley but with the added function of being able to unlock all the drawers with the same proven design as our standard range of Resuscitation Trolleys.

When all the drawers are in the closed position the folding flap can be secured by one of our tamper evident SS2 Security Seals.

Other options and colours are available on request.

Dimensions
Width 745mm  Depth 575mm  Height 970mm
The Medisco Patient Dispensing Medicine Trolley range is a secure, efficient and a convenient system for storing and distributing medicines. The IPD936 is supplied with 36 individual patient bins, which can be easily removed for convenience of dispensing medicines and restocking.

- Removable bins are arranged in drawers of six to accommodate medicine for each individual patient
- Double width bins are also available – catering for fewer patients
- Each bin has a label holder and up to four dividers can be fitted, each with a label holder
- Wire baskets for stock bottles
- A waste bin and water jug are built in
- A lectern can be added as an extra option

**IPD Standard Trolley Range**

18 patients IPD 918*
24 patients IPD 924*
30 patients IPD 930
36 patients IPD 936

*There is space for additional patient drawers in these models
SECURE
The trolley’s steel construction is intrinsically safe and will withstand all but the most determined (and noisy) physical attack. Only the IPD range has a high security lock and a standard wall lock restrict access.

There are two visible indicators that the trolley is open. One key releases the trolley from the wall and unlocks all the drawers. No key is needed for re-locking. The drawers can be slam-locked after the central lock has been activated. Each high security lock is unique - key blanks are not available to casual buyers. Suites of keys with a master can be arranged. The lock core can be changed on site if security has been compromised by key loss.

The no-key slam lock facility, besides adding to the security of the trolley, is a major aid to efficiency.

EFFICIENT
Individual Patient Dispensing offers a very high degree of efficiency. It can reduce medicine round time by up to 40% with no loss of accuracy controlling medication through the mandatory separated storage.

CONVENIENT
All features of the trolley are accessible without disturbing the work surfaces. As an option, the lectern is a useful aid to dispensing. Each can be labelled and sub-divided (perhaps into daily doses).

The worktop has a lip to contain spillage. A folding side shelf can extend the working area. The lectern is a useful aid to dispensing as an option.

The drawers have easy glide runners and lift out for cleaning.

The big 125mm castors make movement easy. The non-marking bumper protects the trolley and its environment.

The exposed part of the patient bins is double skinned.

ECONOMIES
The IPD system will help to save money:
- Better control of expensive drug distribution;
- Patient compliance is easier to monitor thus saving wastage;
- Unused stocks are more easily recovered.

**Dimensions**
Width 745mm  Depth 575mm  Height 970mm
Built to the same high standard as the IPD range while offering unbeatable value.

**MP Popular Trolley Range**

- 18 patients MP 918*
- 24 patients MP 924*
- 30 patients MP 930
- 36 patients MP 936

*There is space for additional patient drawers in these models.

---

**MP 936 Medicine Trolley**

- Secure
- Plastic Worktop
- Wall Lock Bracket
- Patient Bins
- Front Locking
- 2 Wire Baskets in Supplies Drawer Optional Extra for MP Popular
The Medisco MST-1 Storage Trolley is fitted with the high security rear slam lock.

- 6 x 3 inch drawers
- 1 x 7.5 inch drawer

Additional Options on request
- Front locking
- Various colours

**Dimensions**
Width 745mm  Depth 575mm  Height 970mm

The Medisco high quality all stainless steel Dressing, Instrument or Theatre Trolley is equipped with two removable shelves and antistatic castors. This product is suitable for a variety of uses.

**Dimensions - standard**
DIT 460-2LS-SS  Width 460mm  Depth 460mm  Height 890mm (shown)
DIT 610-2LS-SS  Width 610mm  Depth 460mm  Height 890mm

75mm Antistatic Castors
The Medical Dosage System Trolley is built to the same high standard as the Medisco range of Medicine Trolleys.

**Additional Options**
- Waste bin and fittings
- Water jug and fitting
- Folding side shelf
- Brake castor – factory fitted
- Lectern
- Bottle rack (available on request)

**Dimensions - standard**
- Width 735mm
- Depth 575mm
- Height 960mm

**3 Capacious drawers each fitted with easy glide double runners. Drawers are 9” deep - suitable for MDS medicine systems**

---

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS**

**VAT**
All prices quoted exclude VAT. HM Customs will allow zero rating for certain (but not all) Charity purchases; a valid exemption certificate is required with order. Late presentation of this certificate will incur an administration charge.

**Loaned Equipment**
We loan demonstration trolleys for evaluation purposes without obligation. Damaged units will be charged at cost of repair.

**Re-stocking**
Credit for returned goods is subject to a re-stocking charge at our discretion.

**Small Orders**
Orders of a value of less than £30 will be subject to a £5 small order surcharge.

**Payment**
Invoices are presented E & OE and terms of payment is 30 days from receipt of invoice for account customers. Goods for non-account customers will be dispatched on receipt of payment. Goods remain the property of Medisco Medical Systems until paid for in full.

**NHS Orders**
Goods will not be supplied to NHS establishments without an official written order.

**Warranty**
All goods are warranted for use in accordance with current legislation.

**Manufactured in the UK**
Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.